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Water from
penstock turns shaft

Dams generate 80%
of the electricity used
in Washington State

A meter
measures
how much
electricity
is used by
customers
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Fuse boxes
prevent
overloads
and short
circuits from
doing harm.

Vault

WATTS UP:
A guide to energy-speak

Amps (amperage) measure the 
AMOUNT of electricity used.  
Volts (voltage) measure the 
pressure, or FORCE of electricity. 
Watts (wattage) = amps x 
volts and measure the WORK 
that electricity does. 
Ohms measure the RESISTANCE 
to the flow of current

Electrons -Protons +
Atom nucleus Outer shell of atom

Copper
wire

atoms

Underground vaults
(Transformers and Protective Devices)

Electrons:
Moving from
one atom
to another

Wire: Metals such as copper
and aluminum are used because
of their flexibility and
conductivity

Substation: 

Electricity is
transformed
into manageable
voltages

Positvely charged protons need missing electrons

Negatively charged electrons fill empty spots in atoms

Plastic insulation
over copper wire

ENLIGHTENING: How a light bulb works
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Light
fixture

ELECTRICITY
Incandescent Light Bulb

SOURCE OF

Tungsten wire
Heat produced

Power leads
Sealed glass bulb (with
light-diffusing coating inside)
Argon gas inside bulb
Metal base

Flow of
electricity

Electricity excites the 
electrons in the tungsten 
wire. One electron bumps 
another and this bumping 
releases photons (light) and 
energy (heat). The tungsten 
would quickly burn out in 
oxygen, but lasts when 
surrounded by the inert 
gas, argon. Higher-watt 
bulbs have a bigger 
filament, so they 
produce more light. 

Power delivery
for residential and
commerical customers

13 kV or 26 kV

120 to 480 V

Gas inside
excited by
electricity

A CFL is more
efficient because
it does not
waste energy
by putting out 
excess heat.
It also lasts
longer than an
incandescent bulb.

Compact
Fluorescent
Bulb

Power delivered
to the substation
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